
Director of Alumni Relations

Southern California University of Health Sciences (SCU) 
is an innovative leader in health care delivery and health care education. 
We are motivated to build lasting bridges between holistic and conventional medicine, 
creating true health care teams who can consider all evidence-based approaches to 
provide the highest quality and most effective care for patients. We are champions 
and facilitators of this exciting opportunity to change the face of health care, which will 
have significant, positive impacts on both the cost and patient outcomes.

As a university, we have long been on the cutting-edge of providing evidence-based, 
accredited degree programs in alternative and holistic medicine. Recently, we’ve 
been embarking on an ambitious vision to deliver that same high-quality education 
and training in more fields, and through multiple methods of delivery. Our students 
become effective, critical members of integrative medicine teams, and become part of 
changing the experience of health care.
 
To better support this vision and goals, SCU is launching an Institutional 
Advancement Department, to bring together three key functions: fundraising, 
alumni, and external communications and brand management. This is NOT a 
typical university advancement effort, however! This team is lean, and focused 
on relationships and results – as well as integrating our own teams. Our culture 
operates more like a start-up than a typical university, and our approach to this 
department reflects that mindset.
 
The Director of Alumni Relations is a new position at SCU - and it represents our 
commitment to better nurturing relationships with our alumni. The Director will 
focus initially on engaging SCU alumni through initiatives and events designed to listen 
to their concerns and interests. From that input, the Director will create a strategy 
and build out a simple set of programs to meet the needs of alumni, and provide 
opportunities for alumni to support the goals and vision of the university. This role 
will also include cultivating current students to transition to active alumni through 
coordination with student services and academic affairs.  

The ideal candidate for this role:

1. Is relationship-focused: This person has a passion for asking questions that 
engage people deeply, and listening carefully to the answers - understanding that 
these two things are essential to building lasting relationships. He or she has done 
some work within an institution to repair strained relationships, and find ways to bring 
people together or build bridges. 



2. Is a natural builder – this person has gravitated toward roles that didn’t exist 
before he or she took them on. He or she has several successful “builds” under their 
belt, creating strategies and systems from scratch, and then implementing with 
a mindset of constant improvement. This person has a start-up mentality, creating 
things with minimal resources and direction, and wearing multiple hats to get things 
done. 

3. Is familiar with the world of integrative medicine. While this isn’t a requirement, 
it would be a huge benefit to understand our unique community and dynamic 
alumni, as well as the vision we have for changing health care. 

4. Lives SCU’s core values – grit (take risks and be resilient toward long-term goals), 
transparency (tell the truth; own your mistakes), and sense of humor (don’t take 
yourself too seriously) – which are not just words, but actually how the leadership of 
SCU works. This is the kind of person who is willing to work really hard, is honest about 
how things are going, and believes in the importance of taking a break from all that hard 
work.

Role Expectations and Responsibilities

This role will be focused primarily on connecting directly with SCU alumni, 
and developing and implementing a simple and effective alumni engagement 
strategy. He or she will report to the Vice President of Institutional Advancement.

The Director of Alumni Relations is responsible for ensuring that SCU’s alumni base 
has meaningful connections with the university, working toward longer-term goals of 
alumni engagement in philanthropic giving, the recruitment of new students, faculty, 
and staff, and building SCU’s brand and communicating its vision in the broader 
community.

Because this is a new role, the responsibilities will change over time, as the areas of 
alumni programming are developed. Initially, the focus areas will include:

Alumni Engagement
• Promote open lines of communication and transparency between alumni and SCU.
• Enhance alumni engagement and cultivate connections by meeting with alumni 

individually and in groups, to listen to their concerns and needs, look for 
opportunities for meaningful engagement, and build lasting relationships.

• Create student and young alumni engagement plans to build life-long connection 
and facilitate continued engagement and support for the university.

• At the appropriate time, work closely with development colleagues in raising 
funds from alumni; identify and qualify alumni prospects for gifts; participate in 
development-related activities as needed.

Strategy and Program Development
• Drawing from alumni feedback and SCU priorities, design an alumni engagement 

strategy that that fosters goodwill and positive interactions between the university 
and its alumni. 



• Plan and implement specific, cost-effective programming to engage alumni in 
the strategic efforts of the university, such as networking, educational, and social 
events.

• Create a calendar to maintain regular communication with alumni, including 
surveys on interests, and strategies to keep contact information updated. 

• Prioritize, and begin to build the processes, systems, and tools to support a 
seamless and simple alumni relations operation.

Communications
• Identify alumni stories to share in SCU’s communications. Develop ideas and 

content for alumni-related publications, website, and social media in collaboration 
with the Director of External Communications.

• Ensure accurate and complete alumni database records; capture contact, 
biographical and career information of alumni via surveys, projects (e.g. alumni 
directory), correspondence, website, etc.

• Maintain regular communication with alumni via direct contact, email blasts, alumni 
web pages, and mailings.

Collaboration
• Partner with the Office of Admissions to include alumni in the recruiting and 

admissions process. 
• Develop and maintain cooperative and collaborative relationships and programs 

with University departments, such as Health Services, Academic Affairs, Student 
Affairs, and academic colleges and departments. 

  
Other Key Details 

Location & Travel. This position is based at our Whittier, California campus (just 
outside Los Angeles), and will require primarily local and regional travel.
 
Compensation & Benefits: This is a full-time, exempt position with a comprehensive 
benefits package. Salary is competitive and commensurate with level of experience.
 
To Apply
If this profile calls out to you, please submit a tailored, authentic cover letter that 
explains your interest in SCU, and why this particular role is an ideal fit for you, along 
with your resume, to jessica@forimpact.org.
 
About For Impact | The Suddes Group
We help you tell your STORY, develop TALENT, and FUND your VISION.
For Impact | The Suddes Group brings a fresh approach to talent searches. We 
combine our decades of experience in talent, leadership, and organizational 
development with our 30+ years helping 5,000+ organizations raise over $2 Billion. 
We believe that success lies in the ability to commit to a fundraising model that 
focuses on sharing the impact that will help drive income to sustain and grow the 
organization.
 


